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From the Price Guide Sell Yours. Overview For lovers of the Fender Jaguar who don't want to
empty out their pockets, the Squier Vintage Modified Jaguar will give you the sytle of a Jag at a
fraction of the price of a Fender Jaguar. All of the trappings you'd expect on your typical Jaguar
are present: dual-circuit controls, the tremolo arm, the eye-catching offset body. As a member
of Squier's Vintage Modified series, the Squier Vintage Modified Jag has been hot-rodded
without jacking up the price of the instrument. Your guide to the latest gear trends, demos, and
deals. Sign up for the Reverb Newsletter: Subscribe. By clicking Subscribe, I agree to the
processing of my data in order to receive emails. Reverb Gives Your purchases help youth
music programs get the gear they need to make music. Carbon-Offset Shipping Your purchases
also help protect forests, including trees traditionally used to make instruments. Oops, looks
like you forgot something. Please check the fields highlighted in red. Yes, that's correct Do not
update. Vintage Modified Jaguar. Solid Body Electric Guitars. Solid Body. Right Handed. With a
slew of switching options, the Jaguar is one of the most versatile guitars out there. Introduced
as a top-of-the-line instrument in , the Jaguar rode the ebbing waves of surf music throughout
that decade with its shapely offset body, distinctive jangle, short inch scale length neck, genius
floating tremolo system and chrome appointments. But it did go out of production after a year
run before punk and indie players brought them back into vogue beginning in the late s and
beyond, finding Jaguars â€”and their full-scale Jazzmaster cousins more affordable when
Stratocaster or Telecaster were out of reach. So why did Jaguars essentially go out of style for
that brief period? For one, the Tele and Strat ruled supreme at the time. For another, the British
Invasion all but wiped out the popularity of surf music. Additionally, some have pointed to the
ambitious control system Jaguars employed. Yes, they were technologically advanced and
offered more options, but they were also complex. It should be noted, that when in the rhythm
setting, the bridge pickup is deactivated and the lower-bout volume and tone controls go
inactive. The rhythm circuit on the upper horn consists of a single two-way slide switch that
solely engages the bass-heavy neck pickup. There are also two wheels on the horn that alter the
volume nearest the slide switch and tone, which is sometimes called a "treble roll-off". Another
iteration of the hallowed Jaguar, the American Professional Jaguar , streamlined many of the
controls found on its classic brethren. A four-position selector switch on the lower bout and a
phase toggle on the upper bout offers a slew of tone options. When both pickups are activated,
the phase switch changes the polarity of one of the pickups when flipped to the "on" position,
resulting in a thinner sound great for funk or reggae. From surf to punk to indie rock, the Jaguar
has stood the test of time. Still, there are even more versions of the Jaguar, such as the Player
Jaguar , that have simplified controls, making them even more accessible for even more fans of
the offset legend. In the Player Jaguar, the wiring scheme features single set of volume and
tone controls and a Telecaster-style three-way selector switch. This switch taps one humbucker
coil for single-coil bridge tones. In all, there is a Jaguar for everyone. And if you want to peruse
the entire Jaguar family,. Tech Talk. By Mike Duffy. As such, these controls need is a little
explanation. Traditionally, the Jaguar has two circuits â€” lead and rhythm. The lead circuit also
has two pots, a master volume and a tone control. The Jaguar Bass guitar was a very cool
instrument and a recent-era addition to the Fender family. And with a total of eight onboard
controls â€” four slider switches, two inset control wheels and two standard knobs just like its
ancestor, the Jaguar guitar â€” it also introduced bass players to the most elaborate control
layout ever presented on a Fender bass guitar. To bassists accustomed to straightforward twoand three-knob volume and tone control schemes, the original Jaguar Bass and its wealth of
bells and whistles might seem like something straight out of Mission Control. Here's an
explanation of what all those switches, wheels and knobs do:. First, the first models of the
Jaguar Bass had two pickups, each of which can be turned on and off. On the rounded lower
horn is a chrome plate with three slider switches. Second, the pickups can be used in series or
in parallel. With this switch in the up position toward the strings , the pickups are in series,
which delivers a bit more output and hence a bigger and louder sound. With this switch in the
down position, the pickups are in parallel, which delivers more of a classic Jazz Bass sound.
The two large rotary knobs near the input jack are master volume and master tone passive
treble roll-off, more precisely. The chrome plate on the upper horn has a single slider switch
and two inset control wheels. The switch selects active or passive electronics circuits; passive
in the down position toward the neck and active in the up position. The adjacent inset control
wheels are active treble cut and active bass cut, and they function only when the switch is in the
up active position. The passive master tone knob near the input jack still works when the bass
is in active mode, which allows even more tonal possibilities. And it looks really cool, too â€¦.
Tech Talk. By Jeff Owens. Here's an explanation of what all those switches, wheels and knobs

do: First, the first models of the Jaguar Bass had two pickups, each of which can be turned on
and off. Log in or Sign up. Squier-Talk Forum. Age: 73 I have found that changing the tone, also
effects volume on both pickups and in both circuits. Guitar repair shop 1, said it needed a
capacitor per Fender specs, so they added one. It seemed to help some but did not fix the
problem. I called them back, and the tech took a new one off the wall and said the new HH
Jaguar they have does the same thing, he sounded surprised to have discovered that. I was
surprised he apparently didn't check everything after he added the capacitor. Guitar repair shop
2 which I have always been very pleased with, said all the wiring checks out perfectly per spec's
and the condition is normal, yet he also seemed surprised by when I told him what it was doing,
when I brought it in. So bottom line is, I plan to live with it, when a CV Jag is ever born, I will
probably buy a new one. Trumpy , Feb 9, Guitarmageddon , Feb 9, Age: 91 17, The tone control
is reducing the volume of the highs.. Not the over all volume.. Papa Joe , Feb 9, Caddy likes this.
Age: 73 7, Just checked my VM Jag. The tone pot cuts the highs, but doesn't exactly cut the
volume. But due to the high frequencies being cut it does give the impression that their is a bit
less volume. Actually cutting a whole range of frequencies highs does seem that you might not
quite have the same output since you are cutting highs, but not adding mids or lows. Caddy ,
Feb 9, Age: 41 2, We need good pics of the wiring. Also, is your strangle switch on?
BorderRadio , Feb 9, Really appreciate all the response. I hope I can help somebody here some
time. The wiring is way out of my pay grade. Would possibly drop a screw driver, or strip a
wood screw. I took a basic course in electronic at a local vo-tec many years ago but the
instructor was German and his english was so bad, I dropped the course with about half the
other students. I think I will pass on taking the pick guard off for now. I had another set of
younger ears listen in another room while I picked a string and then rolled the tone from base to
treble. She said there was a volume change too. Strangle switch was off. So I then tried a strat
with just the bridge pick up on, and there was nowhere near the perceived change. Then I tried a
second Jaguar. This one is labeled Fender, but it was made in China and has two p90's. The
perceived change in volume was equal to that of the jaguar I'm concerned about. I should have
made that comparison before posting. I also have a CV Strat but it has upgraded pots the
original owner installed. Did not check that one since its not stock. So I think its mostly my ears
but to me there is a significant difference between the jag and the strat in my perception of
volume change. So you wouldn't be cutting anything on the bridge pickup. I think just cutting a
part of the range of the pickups would lessen the output a bit. Seems to on mine, but not all the
way off or even close to off. I think what you are experiencing us normal. Even just the lack of
highs can give the perception of a bit less volume. Age: 53 11, This is not normal. Not Trumpy
but everyone else. Could the pot be bad? Some weird shorting? Or if a tab is bent and being
shorted in someway, it could be a volume control in the circuit. Stick with the guitar, well help
you get it sorted. VealCutlet likes this. This is not normal for any Jag with standard wiring.
When the rhythm circuit is on, the tone pot is effectively cut off everything and shouldn't affect
anything. In the lead circuit, the contributions before me describe the normal behavior perfectly.
Does the rhythm circuit sound like it's supposed to? Do tge upper pots work as intended? If the
wiring has been checked by someone with proper expertise, all I can think of is an accidental
connection somewhere between signal out and pot in. Since both the tone pot and the out plug
are in the same cavity under the same metal cover plate, I would look with a multimeter for a
connection between the two where there shouldn't be one e. Might also be between wires
outside the cavity, I don't have the wiring memorized in all details, but there is probably a path
where one wire goes from tone pot out to rhythm, and anothe wire from rhythm out to output
plug next to each other , since it's the same two cavities. If insulation is broken, resulting in a
contact, it might cause that behavior. It's not hard to do, but if you are not comfortable working
on the guts of your guitar, let a friend or a pro tech check it. Last edited: Feb 11, Age: 22 1,
TheKurdtz , Feb 11, I don't own a Jaguar, but I seem to remember them having 1 meg pots. Is
there a possibility that the pot value has an influence on this symptom? As previously stated it
might be about my perception through my 70 year old unassisted ears. The rhythm circuit
seems to work just fine and completely independent from the lead circuit. Still there is a
perceived volume change that is more so than the guitar I compared it to. Since I bought it used,
no telling what was ever done to it. I had it looked over twice by two different shops, and they
could not find anything wrong, so maybe its just me. Yup, no knob confusion I have repaired my
own cars, and motorcycles for many years, and just replaced a fan control module on my Jeep,
but when the problem involves wiring, I'm putting the tools away. Thanks everybody for your
help and insight. Trumpy , Feb 15, It could be that the tone control is bad and is affecting the
volume. I would leave it for now until someone can take a look or you can compare to another.
Age: 81 2. I finally have audio taper whereas before switch I had NO taper. I used same cap on
tone control. No volume change. Left rhythm channel alone. Teobeck , Sep 11, Age: 40 You get

this effect if you use the Gibson '50's wiring. This is basically having the tone knob wiring from
the output lug middle of the volume. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Home Search Forums Recent Posts. Search
Forums Recent Posts. Search Media New Media. With an articulate tone, optimal stability and a
deep, rich color, roasted maple is a premium neck material. Sealed die-cast tuning machines
have a smooth action for accurate tuning, and the split shafts make changing strings a breeze.
The adjustable bridge and stop tailpiece create rock-solid string feel and precise intonation
adjustability. This fingerboard radius allows for low action and is especially well-suited to
bending notes and soloing. Yes, please have a dealer in my area contact me using the
information I have submitted. I understand that my information will be shared with the dealer
and may be used by the dealer to facilitate this contact. Model : Fingerboard Material Indian
Laurel. This item is currently not available. The roasted maple neck was chosen for its optimal
tone and stability, and a sculpted heel design allows for improved access all the way to the
22nd fret. High-performance components round out the feature list and include a fully
adjustable bridge with stop tailpiece ST for rock-solid string feel, and a set of sealed-gear tuning
machines with split shafts for smooth tuning action and easy restringing. Eye-catching styling
cues include lustrous chrome hardware and a sleek painted headstock with chrome logos for a
premium look. Highlights Specs Support Highlights. Body Material. Neck Material. Bridge
Pickup. Bridge, Position 2. Bridge and Neck, Position 3. Support Manual Warranty.
Recommended Gear. Professional Series Instrument Cable, Tweed. We didn't find any dealers in
your area. Try searching a different location below or contact Fender Customer Service at
Loading dealers Please wait while we search for any available online dealers. All online dealers
listed here will have the specified product in stock, ready for purchase. Sorry, we weren't able to
find any online dealers in stock at this time. Contact your local dealer for operating hours. Email
Address. Phone Number. Comment character limit. Back to the Site. Browse More Premium
Dealers. This Jaguar is faithful to the original with a vintage-style tremolo system for expressive
string bending effects and floating bridge with barrel saddles for solid string stability. This
throwback Squier model also features s-inspired headstock markings, rich-looking nickel-plated
hardware and a slick vintage-tint gloss neck finish for an old-school vibe. This model features
Fender-Designed alnico single-coil pickups and vintage-correct dual-channel Jaguar switching
for authentic Fender tone. String-bending effects are possible with the vintage-style tremolo,
and the floating bridge features barrel saddles for solid string stability. Sporting classic looks,
these vintage-style tuning machines provide rock-solid tuning stability and smooth action. Yes,
please have a dealer in my area contact me using the inf
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ormation I have submitted. I understand that my information will be shared with the dealer and
may be used by the dealer to facilitate this contact. Model : Fingerboard Material Indian Laurel.
Highlights Specs Support Highlights. Body Material. Neck Material. Bridge Pickup. Neck pickup
only rhythm circuit ; neck only, neck and bridge, bridge only lead circuit. Support Manual
Warranty. Recommended Gear. Original Series Coil Cable. Santa Ana Overdrive. Universal
A-Frame Electric Stand. We didn't find any dealers in your area. Try searching a different
location below or contact Fender Customer Service at Loading dealers Please wait while we
search for any available online dealers. All online dealers listed here will have the specified
product in stock, ready for purchase. Sorry, we weren't able to find any online dealers in stock
at this time. Contact your local dealer for operating hours. Email Address. Phone Number.
Comment character limit. Back to the Site. Browse More Premium Dealers.

